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PROMISES

A PROMISE TO MYSELF

PROMISES is a jewellery collection where each charm 
will support you on your journey in life. As individuals 
we grow and make decisions to blossom - these charms 
will be a reminder to keep the promises you make to 
yourself. As leaves in nature, these charms collect light 
and positive energy and will empower your growth, so 

you can start unfolding your life today. 
You can collect these charms as a symbol for one specific 
promise or collect them as symbols for wanting to grow 
and blossom as an individual. Therefore, the charms also 
function as milestones for accomplishments in your life. 







TODAY
Today and every day, you must stay 

true to the promises you make



TODAY
14k gold

PS011 4,32 gram
DDK 949,-

TODAY
Sterling silver

PS012 2,35 gram
DDK 299,-

TODAY
14k gold / green enamel

PS013  4,12 gram
DDK 949,-

TODAY
Sterling silver / green zirconia

PS014  2,22 gram
DDK 299,-



KEEP GROWING
14k gold

PS021  12,96 gram
DDK 2999,-

KEEP GROWING
Sterling silver

PS022  7,05 gram
DDK 599,-

KEEP GROWING 



KEEP GROWING
14k gold / sterling silver

PS023  9,02 gram
DDK 1299,-

KEEP GROWING
14k gold / green zirconia

PS024  12,76 gram
DDK 2999,-

Let this be a promise to grow



LIVE FOR THE DAY 

Live every day to the fullest



LIVE FOR THE DAY
14k gold

PS031 6,15 gram
DDK 1699,-

LIVE FOR THE DAY
Sterling silver

PS032 3,35 gram
DDK 449,-

LIVE FOR THE DAY
14k gold / sterling silver

PS033 3,68 gram
DDK 949,-

LIVE FOR THE DAY
14k gold / green enamel

PS034 6,05 gram
DDK 1699,-



REMINDER
14k gold

PS051 6,39 gram
DDK 1599,-

REMINDER
Sterling silver

PS052 3,50 gram
DDK 499,-

REMINDER



REMINDER
14k gold

PS053 6,90 gram
DDK 1599,-

REMINDER
Sterling silver

PS054 3,79 gram
DDK 499,-

Let this charm be a reminder to 
keep the promise to yourself



This collection is developed by Anna Rolighed Thyme, 
Louise Kosiara Næsvang, Madeleine Le Kruse Madsen 

and Naja Le Wennerfelt. The designs are made for 
Pandora as a school project. 

In this project we found inspiration in the leaf from a 
Monstera plant. The leaf is a symbol for growth and 
collects light and positive energy, just like the woman 

who wears these charms. 
This leaf is also popular within interior trends and 
speaks to the modern and independent woman. New 
leaves blossom on the plant, just like an individual 
gains new experiences, and the wearer of the charms 

can collect the promises continuously.
With this collection you will get a wrist full of promises 

and accomplishments just for you. 

PROMISES

A PROMISE TO MYSELF










